LITERARY CLUB
Invitation Letter

Training-cum-Workshop On Debating and Adjudication

The Literary Club constituted under the aegis of ‘Srijan’ (Directorate of Students’ Welfare) is holding a three hours introductory training cum workshop on Debating and Adjudication for all students of University Schools of Study. The training cum workshop will help the students to hone their communication skills, as well as provide tips on the techniques for debating and adjudication. In order to ensure the overall development of students to take up professional challenges and be the leaders of tomorrow such tools of communication will be useful. The workshop will be conducted by Mr. Shaurya Upadhyay, one of the leading debaters on the University campuses in the country. He has been holding training sessions with the Jindal University and many other University colleges to polish the debating skills of the students. The training cum workshop sessions is open to all the students of USS. It will subsequently be followed by three days of rigorous workshop, based on the students’ response for this workshop. Dr Queeny Pradhan, Associate Professor, University School of Law and Legal Studies and Incharge, USLLS Debating Society, will help in co-ordinating the workshop, along with the convenors of the literary club. We can only accommodate 35 participants on a first come first serve basis.

Your gracious presence is cordially solicited.

Venue: Room No.412, C-Block
Date: 4th February 2015
Time: 1.00 PM to 4.00PM

\[\text{Signature}\]
3/2/15
Dr. Vandana Singh
(USLLS)